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The Real Message in the Sky
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University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, BC, V6T 1Z1 Canada
A recent paper by Hsu & Zee (physics/0510102) suggests that if a Creator wanted to leave a
message for us, and she wanted it to be decipherable to all sentient beings, then she would place it
on the most cosmic of all billboards, the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) sky. Here we point
out that the spherical harmonic coefficients of the observed CMB anisotropies (or their squared
amplitudes at each multipole) depend on the location of the observer, in both space and time. The
amount of observer-independent information available in the CMB is a small fraction of the total
that any observer can measure. Hence a lengthy message on the CMB sky is fundamentally no less
observer-specific than a communication hidden in this morning’s tea-leaves. Nevertheless, the CMB
sky does encode a wealth of information about the structure of the cosmos and possibly about the
nature of physics at the highest energy levels. The Universe has left us a message all on its own.
PACS numbers: 01.70.+w,95.10.-a,98.80.Bp,84.40.Ua,06.20.Jr
In a recent posting to the physics arXiv [1], Hsu and
Zee (HZ) discuss the possibility that if a superior Be-
ing created a universe, and wished to inform the in-
habitants of that universe of the existence of the cre-
ator, then an obvious place to put such a message would
be in the anisotropies of the Cosmic Microwave Back-
ground (CMB, [2]). This would have the apparent ben-
efit that the encoded information would be readable by
all advanced civilisations in that universe. In this short
Note we point out that the amount of information that
the CMB can encode about fundamental physics is far
less than HZ’s estimate, and that almost all of the in-
formation in the CMB is strongly observer-dependent.
While we agree that precision measurements of the CMB
anisotropies are a worthwhile endeavour, we stress that
there are quite Creator-independent reasons for this.
HZ propose that by tweaking the inflaton potential, a
superior Being could encode a surprisingly large message
of 100 kbits or so in the CMB Cℓ spectrum of anisotropies
(roughly the size of the raw text file for this Note!). While
it is certainly true that the particular realisation of the
CMB sky that we observe contains a great deal of in-
formation, almost all of it describes the details of the
fluctuations within the intersection of our past light cone
with the last scattering surface, as we explain below.
The amplitude of primordial fluctuations generated by
inflation is determined by the value of the inflaton poten-
tial and its slope while the modes are leaving the Hubble
radius. However, the connection between the Cℓ spec-
trum and the inflaton potential is not direct for at least
two important reasons. Firstly, the usual identification
between the inflaton potential and the fluctuation spec-
trum P (k) can only be made when the slow roll approxi-
mation is valid. One cannot encode an arbitrary pattern
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in the primordial spectrum with a corresponding tweak
to the potential.
Another important reason the inflaton potential does
not mapped directly to the Cℓ spectrum is that the
primordial fluctuation spectrum in k-space undergoes a
complicated convolution to form the CMB spectrum in
ℓ-space. The net result is a smoothed version of the k-
space spectrum, which itself does not directly reflect the
inflaton potential. Therefore HZ’s suggestion, based on
their estimate of Cℓ/∆Cℓ ≃
√
ℓ independent possible val-
ues for each ℓ (where ∆Cℓ is the inevitable cosmic vari-
ance), greatly overestimates the amount of information
that can be encoded. No amount of tinkering with the
potential can imprint an arbitrary pattern in the Cℓs –
the inherent smoothing results in strong correlations be-
tween neighbouring ℓs.
Furthermore, HZ assume that information can be en-
coded in the CMB spectrum up to ℓmax ∼ 104. In prac-
tice, the primary CMB power is greatly suppressed and
smoothed above ℓ ≃ 2000 due to the finite thickness of
the last scattering surface. Moreover, due to foregrounds,
in practice one can only observe a fraction of the CMB
sky, so ∆Cℓ is somewhat higher. In addition to these
problems, we already have measurements approaching
cosmic-variance-limited accuracy on the first few hun-
dred Cℓs [3], and the measured spectrum is consistent
with standard ΛCDM models [4]. No message exists in
this range of ℓ above the cosmic-variance noise.
It is straightforward to crudely model the effect of the
smoothing of the Cℓ spectrum to obtain an improved es-
timate on the total information that it can encode. Sup-
pose that the smoothing has a characteristic scale of ∆ℓ.
In this case we could distinguish very roughly N distinct
spectra above the cosmic variance, with
lnN ∼ ln
ℓmax/∆ℓ∏
i=1
√
i∆ℓ ≃ ℓmax
2∆ℓ
ln(ℓmax/e). (1)
Here the product is restricted to every ∆ℓth value of ℓ,
2and Stirling’s approximation was used. Using the values
ℓmax = 1000 and ∆ℓ = 10 [5] then gives our conservative
estimate of lnN ∼ 300 bits.
HZ also propose that a superior Being may be ad-
vanced enough to directly set the spatial phases of the
primordial modes, thereby imprinting a spatial pattern
directly on the aℓm [6] coefficients of the CMB sky. But
this contradicts the authors’ intent of finding an observer-
independent medium for a message. This is because the
CMB sky is not a static billboard in space, but a con-
sequence of the particular set of density variations on
the last scattering surface, varying (slowly) in time, and
different for each observer.
The specific values of the Cℓs in the observed CMB
angular power spectrum, let us call them a2ℓ , arise from
a projection of the 3-dimensional pattern of density
perturbations on the ‘last scattering surface’ (a spheri-
cally shell, with finite thickness, surrounding every ob-
server). In practice there are several contributions to the
anisotropies, but for simplicity let us consider the large
angle Sachs-Wolfe effect [7] for a flat cosmology:
a2ℓ ∝
∫
(dk/k2)δ2kj
2
ℓ (kRLS), (2)
where δ2k is the primordial power spectrum of density per-
turbations and RLS is the distance to last-scattering. The
expectation for the a2ℓ (Cℓ ≡
〈
a2ℓ
〉
) is a smooth function
of ℓ, which can be calculated precisely for a given set of
initial conditions (i.e.
〈
δ2k
〉
). However, the actual values
of a2ℓ depend on the specific δks which are sampled on
each observer’s last scattering surface. This means that
different observers (separated by cosmological distances)
will observe different values of the a2ℓ s. This ‘cosmic vari-
ance’ does not limit the precision with which a set of a2ℓ s
can be determined, it just affects the ability to constrain
the underlying expectation values, i.e. the Cℓs.
Although one could imagine setting up a set of correla-
tions in the sky [8] among aℓms, it is clearly impossible to
arrange for the same set of correlations to be projected on
the last-scattering surface for all observers, while main-
taining anything like statistical isotropy [9].
It’s even worse than that though, since the aℓms also
change with the time of observation, through a combina-
tion of the 3-dimensional density perturbations evolving
and the region of space being sampled by the last scatter-
ing surface moving. This means that any such commu-
nication presented on the CMB sky would be a message
placed there for us, at the present epoch.
Hence a ‘message in the sky’ is no better than a signal
hidden in the human genome, or indeed a billboard pic-
ture of a plate of spaghetti that a particular set of drivers
pass on a specific set of days.
But are there other observer-independent ways of en-
coding a message? We have been unable to come up with
any ideas which do not suffer from some of the same
shortcomings as the CMB. We suggest that it may be
impossible to think of any signal which a supreme Being
could imprint on the universe they have created without
it being targetted at particular civilizations or individ-
uals. Given that faith is an important part of religion,
then whether this would be a proof for or against the
existence of an Intelligent Designer would appear to be a
matter of taste. Indeed, we would imagine that any Cre-
ator would operate with greater subtlety than running
advertisements on billboards.
HZ’s suggestion that a supreme Being might encode
the Grand Unified gauge group in the CMB sky is an in-
teresting one, because in fact there is real hope that the
CMB sky will provide information about Grand Unifica-
tion, through observables which depend on the inflaton
potential. The slope of the initial power spectrum, and
particularly the amplitude of the gravity wave contribu-
tion (seen through the polarization ‘B-modes’) hold great
promise for probing physics at energy scales > 1014 GeV.
So there is indeed a ‘message in the sky’ – it is the fact
that the CMB anisotropies allow us to determine very
precisely the large-scale structure of the observable Uni-
verse [10], and to probe physics at the highest energies.
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